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Challenger Nursery Feeders
Farmweld’s popular Challenger Nursery Feeders are ideal for 
pigs from 8# (3.6 kg) to 90# (40.8 kg). 

Wide, deep feed spaces that are 6” x 7.5” (153 mm x 191 mm) for roomy head and 
shoulder space. Pigs are comfortable so they keep eating.

Patented R Adjust™ gives you infinite power to control feed costs and 
maximize consumption across your entire production system.

Feed flows evenly under the feed gate without wicking up moisture from feed pan.

Low rise front lip allows smallest pigs to reach feed for a fast start.

Triangular shaped wire dividers to prevent trapping pigs.

Flip-to-Clean™ option for clean-in-place washing and complete drying.

Fully-hemmed and welded, 100% #304 stainless steel for durability.

Tall, 30” (762 mm) feeder height for high feed capacity without extension boxes.
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Challenger Nursery Feeders
Farmweld’s popular Challenger Nursery Feeders are
ideal for pigs from 8# (3.6 kg) to 90# (40.8 kg).  
Wide, deep feed spaces that are 6” x 7.5” (153 mm x 191 mm) for roomy 
head and shoulder space.  Pigs are comfortable so they keep eating.

Highly accurate feeder adjuster with moving gate agitation system.  
Each half turn on the adjustment handle moves the feed gate by only 1/32nd of 
an inch.  You can fine-tune adjustments to match pig size. 

Feed flows evenly under the feed gate without wicking up moisture from 
feed pan.

Low rise front lip allows smallest pigs to reach feed for a fast start.

Triangular shaped wire dividers to prevent trapping pigs.

Flip-to-Clean™ option for clean-in-place washing and complete drying.

Fully-hemmed and welded, 100% #304 stainless steel for durability.

Tall, 30” (762 mm) feeder height for high feed capacity without extension boxes.

Farmweld Flooring System
The Farmweld Flooring System is widely recognized as 
the gold standard in nursery flooring.  Bright.  Durable.
Comfortable.  Easy-to-clean.  And a snap to install.

Premium polypropylene material sheds waste, resists harboring disease and is
built to last.

Warm surface to keep pigs comfortable and stress-free. Textured surface
for superior traction, easy movement of pigs.  Designed for rapid transfer of waste to pit.

Large 18” x 24” (458 mm x 610 mm) or 24” x 24” (610 mm x
610 mm) panels for easy installation and fewer support beams than many other
options.  The result is reduced installation costs. 

Flooring can be cut to every 4" to minimize scrap waste during installation.

Unique stabilizer corners with one full inch of vertical beam support so beam
won’t tip, and your floor is durable and stable.  

Panels interlock tightly with positive lock so they are as strong at connection as
at the center.
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R Adjust™, Flip-to-Clean™ and Farmweld Flooring System™ are trademarks of Farmweld, Inc.

Farmweld Flooring System™
The Farmweld Flooring System is widely recognized as the gold standard 
in nursery flooring. Bright. Durable. Comfortable. Easy-to-clean. And a 
snap to install. 

Premium polypropylene material sheds waste, resists harboring disease and is built to last.

Warm surface to keep pigs comfortable and stress-free. Textured surface for superior 
traction, easy movement of pigs. Designed for rapid transfer of waste to pit.
Large 18” x 24” (458 mm x 610 mm) or 24” x 24” (610 mm x 610 mm) panels for 
easy installation and fewer support beams than many other options. The result is reduced 
installation costs.
Flooring can be cut every 4” (102 mm) to minimize scrap waste during installation.
Unique stabilizer corners with one full inch of vertical beam support so the beam won’t tip, 
and your floor is durable and stable.
Panels interlock tightly with positive lock so they are as strong at connection as at the center.
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